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Abstract
An asymptotic theory is developed for series estimation of nonparametric
and semiparametric regression models for cross-sectional data under conditions
on disturbances that allow for forms of cross-sectional dependence and hetero-
geneity, including conditional and unconditional heteroskedascity, along with
conditions on regressors that allow dependence and do not require existence
of a density. The conditions aim to accommodate various settings plausible in
economic applications, and can apply also to panel, spatial and time series data.
A mean square rate of convergence of nonparametric regression estimates is es-
tablished followed by asymptotic normality of a quite general statistic. Data-
driven studentizations that rely on single or double indices to order the data
are justied. In a partially linear model setting, Monte Carlo investigation of
nite sample properties and two empirical applications are carried out.
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1. Introduction
Economic agents are typically interdependent, due for example to externalities, spill-
overs or the presence of common shocks. Such dependence is often overlooked or
ignored in cross-sectional or panel data analysis. In order to account for possible
cross-sectional dependence, one needs rst to establish a framework under which its
structure can be suitably formalised, and which permits an asymptotic statistical
theory that is useful in statistical inference, in particular a central limit theorem
for estimates of functions or parameters of interest. Several approaches to mod-
eling cross-sectional dependence prominent in recent literature can accomplish this.
One class of models postulates unobserved common factors that a¤ect some or all
individual units, see e.g Andrews (2005), Pesaran (2006) and Bai (2009), and en-
tail persistent cross-sectional dependence. Two other classes involve a concept of
"economic location" or "economic distance". In economic data, cross-sectional units
correspond to economic agents such as individuals or rms, envisaged as positioned
in some socio-economic (even geographical) space, whereby their relative locations
underpin the strength of dependence, see e.g. Conley (1999), Pinkse, Slade and Brett
(2002). The spatial autoregressive (SAR) model of Cli¤ and Ord (1968, 1981), see
e.g. Arbia (2006), Lee (2002, 2004), Kelejian and Prucha (1998, 1999), employs spa-
tial weight matrices whose elements consist of inverse pairwise economic distances
between agents, whence the dependent variable or disturbance for a given unit is
a¤ected by a weighted average of the other sampled unitsvariables. The weights are
presumed known and reect the proximity between agents, leaving a small number
of parameters to be estimated. Alternatively, mixing conditions extending ones fa-
miliar from the time series literature, have been employed. Conley (1999), Jenish
and Prucha (2012), for example, develop spatial mixing and functions-of-mixing con-
ditions in terms of economic distance between agents, under a suitable stationarity
assumption, while an alternative type of condition was proposed by Pinkse, Shen
and Slade (2007). Another approach, of Robinson (2011), employs a possibly non-
stationary, linear process for disturbances, with dependence in regressors expressed
in terms of the departure of joint densities from the product of marginals; a degree
of heterogeneity across units is permitted, as well as strong dependence analogous
to long memory in time series, which is ruled out by mixing conditions, as well as
weak dependence, and the model can also accommodate economic distances, as well
as lattice or irregularly-spaced data.
On the other hand, nonparametric and semiparametric estimation has become
well established in econometric analysis, enabling assumptions of a known parametric
functional form, that are frequently not warranted by economic theory, to be dropped
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or relaxed. There are many theoretical results on nonparametric kernel estimation un-
der temporal dependence, see e.g. Robinson (1983). Jenish (2012), Robinson (2011)
and Robinson and Thawornkaiwong (2012) have considered kernel estimation in non-
parametric regression and partially linear regression, under forms of cross-sectional
dependence. The asymptotic behaviour of series estimation under independence has
been studied in Andrews (1991) and Newey (1997). For weakly dependent time series
data, Chen and Shen (1998) and Chen, Liao and Sun (2012) o¤er a rather complete
treatment of asymptotic theory and robust inference of general sieve M-estimation,
while Chen and Christensen (2015) shows that spline and wavelet series regression
estimation obtains the optimal uniform convergence rate of Stone (1982).
This paper presents an asymptotic theory for series estimation of nonparametric
and semiparametric regression models that covers fairly general cross-sectional het-
erogeneity and dependence, mainly of a weak form. The conditions of the paper
may be relevant to cross-sectional, spatial, time series and panel data, and follow
the framework of Robinson (2011), with modications necessitated by the nature of
series estimates relative to kernel ones. Our asymptotic results can easily be modied
to cover linear and nonlinear parametric regression. Our other main contribution
is establishing a theoretical background for a studentization method that o¤ers an
alternative to the existing variance estimation literature. In the spatial context, an ex-
tension of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) estimation of the
covariance matrix in the limiting normal distribution familiar from the time series
literature, see e.g. Hannan (1957), is possible if additional information is available,
such as the locations or geographical or economic distances between units. Conley
(1999) considered HAC estimation under a stationary random eld with measure-
ment error in distances, as did Kelejian and Prucha (2007) for SAR-type models, and
Robinson and Thawornkaiwong (2010) in a semiparametric regression set-up. How-
ever, the small sample performance of HAC estimation can be poor and an alternative
studentization that can produce more accurately sized tests was suggested by Kiefer,
Vogelsang and Bunzel (2000) in a time series setting. The present paper provides
theoretical justication for employing a version of such a studentization in spatial or
spatio-temporal data, though it critically relies on an assumption that the practitioner
can suitably order the data across one or two dimensions, as may be relevant when
geographical locations are known, or there are one or two characteristics believed to
be strongly associated with dependence between individuals.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the model setting is outlined. In
Section 3, series estimation is introduced and a mean square rate of convergence for
the nonparametric component is established. Section 4 contains asymptotic normality
results, covering slower-than-
p
n, as well as
p
n, rate of convergence. In the latter
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setting, Section 5 presents data-driven studentizations in one and two dimensions.
Using the semiparametric partially linear regression model, Section 6 presents a Monte
Carlo study of nite sample performance and two empirical examples. Section 7
concludes. Two appendices contain proofs.
2. Model setting
The paper commences from the nonparametric regression model
Yi = m(Xi) + Ui; i = 1; 2;    ; (1)
relating observable random variables (Xi; Yi) 2 XR, for some set X  Rq; where
m : X ! R and Ui satises
Ui = (Xi)ei; (2)
where  : X ! R and ei 2 R are unobservable random variables with zero mean
and nite variance, independent of fXig1i=1 and  : X ! R: We regard m and  as
nonparametric functions. The factor (Xi) allows for conditional heteroscedasticity
in Yi; and the factor ei for dependence and unconditional heteroscedasticity. We
observe (Xi; Yi) for i = 1; :::; n; while the ei (and thence the Ui and Yi) can form
triangular arrays, so ei = ein etc, but this feature will be suppressed in our notation;
triangular arrays enable coverage of a wide range of models for spatial dependence,
including SAR models with normalized weight matrices, and stationary models for
panel data or multi-dimensional lattice or irregularly-spaced data where the single
index i in (1) and (2) requires a re-labelling of multiple indices which is liable to change
as n increases, as discussed by Robinson (2011), who considered kernel estimation of
m. In some of our work ei can have semi-strong dependence analogous to that found
in long memory time series models. In Sections 3 and 4 we qualify (1) and (2) by
detailed regularity conditions, including also restrictions on the dependence of Xi:
Under the preceding conditions m(x) = E(YijXi = x) for x 2 X : We will estimate
m by a series nonparametric regression estimate m^; constructed as a linear combi-
nation of pre-specied approximating functions. More generally, we are interested
in estimating a d  1 vector functional a(m) of m; as in Andrews (1991), Newey
(1997), where a(m) can be estimated by a(m^): Simple nonparametric examples of
a(m) include the value of m; a(m) = (m(x1);    ;m(xd))0, and the value of the par-
tial derivative, a (m) =

@=@x`m(x)

x1
;    ; @=@x`m(x)

xd
0
; at multiple xed points
(x1;    ; xd) 2 X d, where x` is the `th element of x: Of semiparametric examples
of a(); the partially linear regression model, will be discussed in detail in Section 5.
Other a(), including nonlinear functionals, can be found in Newey (1997). Andrews
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(1991) established asymptotic normality for series estimates of a vector-valued lin-
ear a(m^), with Xi and Ui independent and non-identically distributed, and indicated
that his proof can be extended to cover strong mixing time series regressors. Newey
(1997) established uniform and integrated mean square rates of consistency for m^(x)
and asymptotic normality of a(m^) when Xi and Ui are independent and identically
distributed (iid) and a(m) is a possibly nonlinear scalar functional, also describing
conditions under which a(m^) converges to a(m) at parametric rate. Chen and Shen
(1998), Chen, Liao and Sun (2012) considered these issues for sieve extreme esti-
mates with weakly dependent time series, with rules of inference that are robust to
weak dependence. Chen, Liao and Sun (2012) also indicated that for certain cases of
slower-than-
p
n rate of convergence such as when a(m) = m; the asymptotic variance
of the estimate a(m^) coincides with that obtained under independence, as found for
kernel estimation by Robinson (1983), for example.
3. Estimation of m and mean square convergence
rate
The estimation of m is based on user-chosen approximating functions ps() : X !
R; s = 1; 2;    ; and a data-free integer  denoting the number of ps() employed.
Denote
pk() = (p1();    ; pk())0; k  1; P = [p(X1);    ; p(Xn)]0;   1; (3)
Y = (Y1;    ; Yn)0; ^ = (P 0P ) P 0Y; (4)
where A  denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix A; and a series
estimate of m(x) by
m^(x) = p(x)0^: (5)
As usual, the choice of  entails a bias/variance trade-o¤, where increasing  increases
variance while reducing bias, and vice versa. In this connection, our rst assumption
restricts smoothness of the unknown function m. We rst introduce a weighted sup
norm for functions in order to allow for unbounded support X = Rq of Xi:
jgj1;w := sup
x2X
jg(x)j(1 + kxk2) w=2;
for some w  0, see e.g. Chen, Hong and Tamer (2005) and Chen (2007). The
weighted sup norm becomes the more familiar sup norm jgj1 = supx2X jg(x)j when
w = 0, and this su¢ ces in place of jgj1;w in the following assumption when the Xi
are uniformly bounded.
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Assumption A1. Let w  0 be the largest value such that max
i1
EkXik2w < 1.
There exists a sequence of vectors  = and a number  > 0 satisfying,
jm  p0j1;w = O( ); as !1:
Conditions similar to Assumption A1, with jj1 in place of jj1;w, were used in ear-
lier series estimation literature, see e.g. Andrews (1991) and Newey (1997). Further
insights into those conditions for various ps(), including polynomials, trigonometric
polynomials, splines and orthogonal wavelets, can be found in Chen (2007, p. 5573).
Chen, Hong and Tamer (2005) noted that the weight function (1 + kxk2) w=2 used
here could be regarded as an alternative to the trimming used in kernel estimation
when support is unbounded, X = Rq. Conditions imposing an upper bound on 
may necessitate stronger smoothness of m.
For any non-negative denite matrix B denote by  (B) and  (B) the smallest and
largest eigenvalues respectively, and for any real matrix B denote the spectral norm
kBk = 1=2(B0B): As in Andrews (1991) and Newey (1997), for example, introduce
the sequence
 =  = sup
x2X
kp(x)k: (6)
If m is believed bounded, one might choose bounded ps(); whence   C
p
;
where C throughout denotes a generic arbitarily large positive constant. It may be
possible to obtain the rate of  exactly: Newey (1997) showed that under suitable
conditions,    when the ps() are orthogonal polynomials, and   1=2 when they
are B-splines, a  b meaning that a=b tends to a positive nite limit. Dene
Q = Qn = n
 1P 0P: (7)
Denote by c an arbitrarily small generic positive constant. The following assumption
presupposes elimination of any redundant ps() :
Assumption A2. For all su¢ ciently large n; E(ps(Xi)2)  1 for 1  s 
; 1  i  n and  (E(Q))  c :
The rst inequality of A2 impliesE kp(Xi)k2  C which is equivalent to tr (E(Q)) 
C if the Xi are identically distributed, whereby E(Q) = E(p(X1)p(X1)
0).
Assumption A3. The model (1), (2) holds, where the sequences fXig1i=1 and
feig1i=1 are mutually independent, maxi1 E 4(Xi) <1; and the ei have zero means
and nite variances.
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To describe dependence in fXig introduce
 ij = sup
f2Fij
Cov(f(Xi); f(Xj)); Fij=

f : Ef 2(Xi) = Ef
2(Xj) = 1
	
; (8)
4 = 4n = 1
n(n  1)
nX
i;j=1;i 6=j
 ij: (9)
The quantity  ij is bounded above by the maximal correlation coe¢ cient of Rozanov
(1963), for example. For Gaussian Xi; it follows from Lemma 10.2 of Rozanov (1963)
that  ij  jCorr (Xi; Xj)j Further, for a stationary Gaussian process Xi;  ij is
upper-bounded by the  mixing coe¢ cient with index ji  jj : More generally, the
Xi need not have absolutely continuous distribution functions. The quantity 4
is an overall measure of dependence; the property 4  n 1 is analogous to weak
dependence of time series, while a rate between that and the upper bound 4  1 is
analogous to strong dependence.
Assumption A4. As n!1,  1 + 2(n 1 +4)! 0.
The 4 component is vacuous under independence of Xi and otherwise indicates
that the stronger the dependence the smaller  needs be. In light of A1, this neces-
sitates greater smoothness of m. The 2=n! 0 component reduces under suitable
conditions to  = o(n1=2) for B-splines and  = o(n1=3) for orthonormal polynomials.
To describe dependence in ei dene
ik = E (eiek) ; ! = !n = max
1in
1
n
nX
k=1
jikj : (10)
The property
!  n & ; & 2 (0; 1]; (11)
can be said to cover weak dependence in ei when & = 1, and "semi-strong dependence"
when & 2 (0; 1); the latter case corresponding to long memory in stationary time series.
Dene
 = ! if sup
x
2 (x ) <1; = !1=2, otherwise. (12)
Both versions of  are identical when   1=2: The following theorem obtains an
integrated mean square rate of convergence.
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions A1-A4, as n!1;
max
1in
Ejm^(Xi) m(Xi)j2 = O
 
+  2

: (13)
Thus if (+  2) ! 0; m^ is consistent. For example if    (13) becomes
O
 
1=2+n & +  2

in view of (11), leading to the optimal rate   n&=(1=2++2).
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The rate in (13) coincides with Neweys (1997) for iid Xi and ei; and bounded ;
when   =n; and weak dependence in ei (& = 1 in (11)) leaves the rate unchanged.
On the other hand, more generally under only E4 (Xi)  C and (11), we have  
1=2n & ; entailing stronger restrictions on  and/or  to achieve consistency: Newey
(1997) also covered a general concept of uniform convergence (where his uniform rate
was improved by de Jong (2002), for compact X ). A uniform rate of convergence
in our setting may be shown to be Op
 

 
1=2 +  

under a modication of A1
stated in terms of sup norm, using the proof of Theorem 1. More recently, Chen
and Christensen (2015) veried that spline and wavelet series regression estimators
for weakly dependent regressors attain the optimal uniform convergence rate of Stone
(1982).
4. Asymptotic normality
Our interest now lies in inference on the d1 deterministic functional a(m); for which
a central limit theorem is the rst step. For this purpose, we denote
0 = a(m); ^ = ^n = a(m^);
and introduce the following assumptions from Newey (1997), modied here with the
weighted sup norm:
Assumption B1. Either: (i) a(g) is a linear operator in g; or: (ii) For any  > 0,
there exists a linear operator D(g) and constant C < 1 such that ka(g)   a(m)  
D(g  m)k  Cjg  mj21;w, if jg  mj1;w  .
Assumption B2. kD(g)k  Cjgj1;w.
B2 implies continuity of D(), the Frechet-di¤erential of a() at m; while B1(ii)
imposes a stronger smoothness condition on a() at m and is not restrictive, see
e.g. Newey (1997, p. 153). When a() is a linear operator, its Frechet-derivative is
itself, D(g) = a(g). For example, for the linear operator a(g) = (g(x1);    ; g(xd))0;
a(ps) = D(ps) =
 
ps(x1);    ; ps(xd)
0
, s = 1;    ; .
Dene the  d matrix
A = An = (D(p1);    ; D(p))0:
Also, using (3), let
v = vn = n
 1=2A0P 0U; U = (U1; :::; Un)
0 ; (14)
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and thence the conditional and unconditional variance matrices
V = Vn = E (vv
0 jXi; i = 1; :::; n) = 1
n
nX
i;k=1
ik(Xi)(Xk)A
0p(Xi)p(Xk)0A;
V = Vn = E (vv
0) =
1
n
nX
i;k=1
ikE

(Xi)(Xk)A
0p(Xi)p(Xk)0A

:
Assumption B3. For a positive non-increasing scalar sequence  = n;  (V )  c
for all su¢ ciently large n:
B3 requires A to have rank d for all   d. The case  ! 0 as n ! 1 is
relevant when a is a nonparametric functional, converging at rate
p
n; while the
case   1 is relevant when a is a semparametric functional, converging at rate pn;
the latter situation being discussed in detail in the following section. B3 does not
satisfactorily allow both nonparametric and semiparametric components in a; which
will have di¤erent rates; theory suggests they should use di¤erent , but our statistic
is insu¢ ciently general to permit this. We strengthen the rate condition A4 to:
Assumption B4. As n!1,
4 (1 + n4) + 4n(2 +  2)! 0:
To prove asymptotic normality we introduce a more detailed specication of ei :
Assumption B5. (2) holds with
ei =
1X
j=1
bij"j; i = 1; 2;    ; (15)
where the "j; j  1; are independent random variables with zero mean and unit
variance, the "2j are uniformly integrable, and the bij are real constants such that for
some  > 0 and all su¢ ciently large n,
nX
i=1
jbijj+
1X
j=1
jjbijj  C; i = 1; 2;    ; j = 1; 2;    : (16)
The linear process (15) was employed by Robinson (2011) and the dependence on
both i and j of bij (like ij); rather than just their di¤erence i  j; distinguishes (2)
from representations for stationary time series, as does our allowance for them to be
triangular arrays, thereby covering models described after (1) and (2) in Section 2.
In SAR models, where the bij tend to reect economic distances between agents, we
have, for all i; bij = 0 for j > n; and
Pn
j=1 jbijj  C is commonly assumed, see e.g.
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Kelejian and Prucha (1998), Lee (2004). In models featured in the spatial statistics
literature it is frequently natural to allow bij to be non-zero for all j; analogously to
autoregressive time series models. Condition (16) implies weak dependence in ei :
noting that
ik = E(eiek) =
1X
j=1
bijbkj; (17)
it is easily seen that
Pn
k=1 jikj  C and thus ! = O (n 1) in (10).
Finally, some falling o¤ of fourth cumulants is required in the assumption below.
Assumption B6. Dening w(h)i := ph(Xi)(Xi) for i  1; 1  h  ; as n!1
2
n2
nX
i2;i4=1
max
i1;i3
 
X
h1;:::;h4=1

cum(w
(h1)
i1
; :::; w
(h4)
i4
)
2!1=2
! 0: (18)
Under independence of the Xi, or more generally nite dependence (similar to m-
dependence in time series), this condition entails 22=n! 0 as n!1.
Denote by B1=2 the unique positive denite square root of a positive denite matrix
B.
Theorem 2. Under Assumptions A1-A4 and B1-B6, as n!1;
p
n V  1=2(^   0)!d N(0; Id); (19)
p
nV  1=2(^   0)!d N(0; Id): (20)
Replacing V by a data dependent quantity without a¤ecting the limit distribution
in (20) typically requires additional information, as discussed in Section 1. In the
weakly dependent time series context, Chen, Liao and Sun (2012) found that under
conditions on a() that preclude pn convergence of a(m^), V reduces asymptotically
to the same matrix as under the assumption of independence (cf Robinson (1983) for
kernel estimates), which in our setting is limn!1 n 1
Pn
i=1 iiE

(Xi)
2A0p(Xi)p(Xi)0A

.
This prompts interest in developing, for spatial settings, inference under
p
n convergence,
when such a simplication does not result. As indicated in Section 1, one example of
a(m) is the vector (m(x1); ::;m(xd))0 whence, using Theorem 2 and after a relatively
simple studentization a test for a specic functional form ofm(x) analogous to that of
Robinson (1983) can be developed, though such a test lacks satisfactory consistency
properties and much more work would be required to justify a consistent test. Of
course in case of a nonparametric a(m) the rate of convergence in Theorem 2 is slower
than
p
n; whereas in the sequel we focus on the, semiparametric,
p
n case.
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5. Studentization
We present a studentization for a
p
n-convergent semiparametric estimate ^. Attain-
ment of the parametric
p
n rate by semiparametric estimates has attracted wide in-
terest in the econometric literature, following Robinson (1988) and Powell, Stock and
Stoker (1989), who used kernel estimation. Newey (1997) developed
p
n-convergence
of a series semiparametric estimate, while Chen and Shen (1998) establishes exten-
sions for weakly dependent time series. In our spatial setting statistical inference
requires a studentization that is robust to dependence and heterogeneity across i.
Section 1 discussed di¢ culties with HAC estimation in dealing with cross-sectional
dependence. Given a suitable ordering of data, however, a(m^) can be studentized
without assuming any particular dependence structure, following the time series ap-
proach of Kiefer, Vogelsang and Bunzel (2000). We consider two di¤erent versions of
such studentization, depending on whether data are to be ordered according to one
or two indices. Below, we rst present some common assumptions that are required
for both versions of the studentization, then each version is considered in detail in
the following subsections.
Dene, for a xed r 2 [0; 1]:
V (r) :=
1
[rn]
[rn]X
i;k=1
ikE

(Xi)(Xk)A
0p(Xi)p(Xk)0A

:
Throughout this section, we impose the following unprimitive assumption.
Assumption C1. There exists a nite positive denite matrix 
 such that lim
n!1
V (r) =

 for all r 2 [0; 1].
Su¢ cient conditions for C1 involve technical restrictions on the functional deriv-
ative D() of a() that can be found in Assumption 7 of Newey (1997), where they
are veried to hold for the estimands in partially linear and single index models and
also when the quantity of interest is the approximate consumer surplus. In a non-iid
setting, we also require weak dependence in ei for C1 to hold, which is implied by
B5. Existence of 
 is a condition on the collective strength of dependence in Ui and
Xi, comparable to Assumption A4 of Robinson and Thawornkaiwong (2012). C1 also
requires a degree of homogeneity across units, although somewhat less stringent than
identity of distribution.
Assumption C2. As n!1 : (i) 4 = O(n 1); (ii)  = O(=n); (iii) pn3 12  =
o(1); (iv) 24 = o(n).
Assumption C2(i) implies weak dependence of Xi, C2(ii) restricts the dependence
across i of p(Xi)Ui; C2(iii) strengthens the smoothness condition of B3(iii) and C2(iv)
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further restricts the growth of  and , but is satised by, for example, the rate
mentioned after Assumption B6.
Assumption C3. maxj1E("4j) <1, and sup
x2X
j(x)j <1.
Let D(; g) denote the functional derivative of a() evaluated at g; and D(; g) = 
D1(; g);    ; Dd(; g)
0
. The following assumption from Newey (1997) requires
Di(; g) to exhibit continuity over g.
Assumption C4. For any  > 0 and all ~g; g such that j~g   mj1;w   and jg  
mj1;w  , there exists C" < 1 such that kDi(g; ~g)  Di(g; g)k  C"jgj1j~g   gj1;w,
i = 1;    ; d.
5.1. Studentization for one dimensional ordering
In this subsection, we consider the case when one has information to suitably order the
data with a single index. We rst introduce the quantities used in the studentization
and discuss in detail the requisite assumption on the ordering.
We estimate A by
A^ =
@a(p0)
@

=^
(21)
and with M^ =
 
m^(X1);    ; m^(Xn)

, U^ = Y   M^ , set
S^n;m =
mX
i=1
A^0Q 1p(Xi)U^i=
p
n; 1  m  n;
B^n =
1
n
nX
m=1
S^n;mS^
0
n;m; 	d =
Z 1
0
[Wd(r)  rWd(1)][Wd(r)  rWd(1)]0dr;
where Wd() denotes a d-dimensional vector of independent Brownian motions, so
	d is the integral of the outer product of the d-dimensional multivariate Brownian
bridge, and we note that EWd(r)Wd(u)0 = rId; 0  r  u  1:
Assumption C5. As n ! 1 : (i)
[rn]X
i=1
nX
k=[rn]+1
jikj = o(n) uniformly in r 2 [0; 1];
(ii) max
1in
nX
k=1
jikj = O(1):
Assumption C5(ii) further rules out the presence of any "dominant" unit whose
error covariances with new units added to the sample are persistently signicant. In
our other assumptions, the ordering of the n observations is arbitrary, but Assump-
tion C5(i), required to justify our studentization, is unfortunately highly sensitive to
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ordering, requiring some falling-o¤ of dependence as ji   kj increases (Lemma 2 in
Appendix B shows that it is satised if there exists a positive function () such that
jikj  (i   k); i; k = 1; 2;    ; and
P1
j= 1 (j) < 1). This is often reasonable
with time series, but for spatial data there is generally no natural ordering and the
bulk of the n! possible orderings will not satisfy C5(i), so considerable care would
be required in ordering the data. In some economic applications data might be or-
dered with respect to some relevant (explanatory) variable. For example, with rm
data, rms using similar inputs or producing similar outputs might be expected to
exhibit high correlation in disturbances. It may be that some economic distances are
available, as in SAR models, in which case they can facilitate ordering by indicating
neighbouring units although there would still remain considerable arbitrariness in the
ordering. Such considerations are pursued in the Monte Carlo study in the following
section. Other approaches to the modelling of cross sectional data that would justify
alternative studentizations can also be challenged. Mixing assumptions, for exam-
ple, are, like ours, nonparametric, but they generally presuppose that observations
are recorded on a Euclidean space and distances between units are known to the
practitioner for inference robust to dependence, using HAC variance estimation, to
be carried out. Parametric models, such as SAR and factor models, with the former
requiring the practitioner to specify one or more n n spatial weight matrices, run
obvious risks of misspecication. If the practitioner has no information that suggests
a plausible ordering of data, e.g. in the case one has a random permutation of ob-
servations, one cannot use our studentization to carry out inference that is robust
to cross-sectional dependence, just as one cannot with any other alternative method
available.
Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, and Assumptions C1-C5, as
n!1
n(^   0)0B^ 1n (^   0)!d Wd(1)0	 1d Wd(1):
Theorem 3 may be employed in approximate hypothesis tests and interval estima-
tion, with critical values given in Table 2 of Kiefer, Vogelsang and Bunzel (2000).
5.2. Studentization for two dimensional ordering
We can partially relax the ordering required in the previous subsection. When one has
geographical locations of individuals or spatio-temporal data, it is natural to consider
two dimensional ordering of the data. For a given number n of observations, suppose
we can choose s and t such that n = st: In the case of geographical locations, this
setting does not necessarily entail a grid or regular spacing. Suppose each location has
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two (real valued) coordinates, north and east. One may divide the south-north axis
into s intervals, possibly of di¤erent length so that each has t observations. In each
such interval one then orders the t observations along the west-east axis, and thence
nally gives each observation two subscripts, j = 1;    ; s and k = 1;    ; t. The
choice of s and t introduces arbitrariness. Moreover, having gone through such an
indexing procedure, so e.g. Xjk corresponds to x (ui; vi) , we can have for observation
points Xj1k1 = x (ui1 ; vi1) ; Xj2k2 = x (ui2 ; vi2) ; the outcome vi1 < vi2 but k1 > k2; say,
so while the procedure is appropriate for (possibly irregular) lattice data, for example,
it entails an element of arbitrariness in relation to general geographical data sets on
two dimensions. There is also an underlying di¤erence in our attitudes to the one-
and two-dimensional orderings of this and the previous section. In the former case,
our attitude is that the ordering may be possible (e.g. it will be in the time series
case) but typically more or less problematic, whereas in the latter we take for granted
that we know locations, at least approximately. It should also be added that if in
fact we know actual locations in either case, our procedures do not in general use that
information, only orderings, so will not be ideal.
Though we adopt the above simplied method of ordering in establishing our re-
sults, they will also hold if the s intervals contain di¤ering numbers tj of observations,
where
Ps
j=1 tj = n. It would seem also to be possible to extend our approach and
results to three or more dimensions.
Some of the previously dened quantities need to be rewritten to incorporate two
dimensional ordering of data. Note that quantities that do not depend on the ordering
of data such as ^ do not need to be restated. The model can be rewritten as Yjk =
m(Xjk) + Ujk. Denote jkh = Cov(Ujk; Uh), where Ujk =
1X
=1
1X
h=1
bjkh"h and let
V =
1
n
sX
j;=1
tX
k;h=1
jkhE

(Xjk)(Xh)A
0p(Xjk)p(Xh)0A

;
S^n;m;` =
mX
j=1
X`
k=1
A^0Q 1p(Xjk)U^jk=
p
n; C^n =
1
n
sX
m=1
tX
`=1
S^n;m;`S^
0
n;m;`;
d =
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
[Wd(r; u)  ruWd(1; 1)][Wd(r; u)  ruWd(1; 1)]0drdu;
where Wd(; ) denotes a d-dimensional vector of independent Brownian sheets such
that Wd(0; 0) = 0 and Cov(Wd(r; u);Wd(r0; u0)) = (r ^ r0)(u ^ u0)Id for r; u; r0; u0 2
[0; 1].
Assumption C50. As n!1 : (i)
tX
k;h=1
[rs]X
j=1
sX
=[rs]+1
jjkhj = o(n) uniformly in r 2
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Table 1: Asymptotic Critical Values of Wd(1; 1)0 1d Wd(1; 1)
% d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 8 d = 9 d = 10
90 26.45 56.12 89.06 125.13 164.52 205.41 251.52 299.46 349.92 404.22
92.5 31.94 65.19 101.88 140.16 182.74 225.43 275.62 327.14 379.69 438.89
95 40.13 78.37 119.49 161.47 208.18 254.78 310.96 364.84 422.63 485.4
97.5 56.94 102.44 149.76 200.09 253.48 306.56 366.9 428.62 496.25 562.6
99 80.51 137.37 192.4 253.15 313.18 376.38 450.14 516.98 596.31 667.22
% d = 11 d = 12 d = 13 d = 14 d = 15 d = 16 d = 17 d = 18 d = 19 d = 20
90 462.01 518.89 579.63 642.53 705.94 772.63 843.9 918.99 988.69 1066.3
92.5 497.43 556.68 620.25 688.05 754.72 824.05 897.5 975.44 1048.85 1127.71
95 548.63 609.57 677.77 750.63 820.3 897.52 973.74 1052.87 1126.82 1213.57
97.5 631.45 697.63 777.26 855.09 927.58 1013.52 1096.11 1180.25 1271.74 1353.66
99 749.3 816.72 901.14 990.75 1065.59 1162.26 1245.07 1345.38 1446.13 1535.03
% d = 21 d = 22 d = 23 d = 24 d = 25 d = 26 d = 27 d = 28 d = 29 d = 30
90 1143.37 1228.08 1301.17 1384.64 1473.12 1556.33 1651.56 1745.87 1838.19 1931.44
92.5 1209.83 1298.81 1373.56 1460.09 1555.47 1636.52 1736.99 1836.96 1928.30 2034.14
95 1296.34 1391.67 1471.74 1567.32 1660.19 1748.68 1854.77 1959.23 2047.54 2161.92
97.5 1447.76 1544.98 1642.89 1742.46 1840.65 1944.36 2048.66 2145.17 2247.40 2367.51
99 1634.47 1752.84 1834.49 1954.47 2068.41 2180.41 2277.93 2406.17 2492.32 2630.90
[0; 1] and
sX
j;=1
[ut]X
k=1
X`
h=[ut]+1
jjkhj = o(n) uniformly in u 2 [0; 1] ; (ii) max
1s;1ht
sX
j=1
tX
k=1
jjkhj =
O(1):
Assumption C50(ii) is identical to C5(ii), just rewritten with the two subscripts.
Assumption C50(i) requires a suitability of ordering in both directions.
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, and Assumptions C1-C4, C50, as
n!1
n(^   0)0C^ 1n (^   0)!d Wd(1; 1)0 1d Wd(1; 1):
Table 1 provides critical values for Wd(1; 1)0 1d Wd(1; 1) simulated from 50000
iterations, where Wd(1; 1) was approximated by normalized sums of iid Gaussian
random variables in 1000 steps in both directions.
6. Numerical results for the partially linear model
The present section contains Monte Carlo investigation of nite-sample performance
of our estimates and two empirical applications, in all cases for the partially linear
regression model, which is discussed in the following sub-section.
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6.1. Partially linear regression model
We partition Xi = (W 0i ; Z
0
i)
0 and specialize (1) to
Yi = Z
0
i0 + h(Wi) + Ui; (22)
where h() is a nonparametric function and 0 is an unknown parameter vector, so
m(x) = m(w; z) = z00 + h(w): This model is particularly suitable when Zi contains
categorical variables, and is often used when the overall number of regressors is large,
when a fully nonparametric specication su¤ers the curse of dimensionality. Kernel
estimation of this model has received much attention see e.g. Robinson (1988) and
Fan and Li (1999), where 0 was shown to be estimable at
p
n rate despite rst stage
nonparametric estimation having a slower-than-
p
n rate. Series estimation of (22)
was considered in Chamberlain (1986) where the choice of series functions takes into
account the partially linear form, the rst d functions being Zi, and the remaining
  d are functions of Wi only. The series estimate of 0 is then the rst d elements
of ^, and h^(x) = m^(w; z)  z0^. There is more than one a() that yields a(m) = 0.
Andrews (1991) considered a(m) = @m(w; z)=@z = 0 for any w; z; earlier mentioned
by Robinson (1988), in a kernel context. Here we use the functional of Newey
(1997), which leads to
p
n-consistency. Denote Z = Z   E(ZjW), where Z and W are
random variables independent of the data used to construct ^. Suppose E(ZZ0) is
non-singular, an identication condition, and consider
a(m) = E

[E(ZZ0)] 1Zm(W; Z)
	
:
Now E(ZZ0) = E [ZZ0   ZE(Z0jW)] = E(ZZ0); since E [ZE(Z0jW)] = E[ZE(Z0jW)]  
E[E(ZjW)E(Z0jW)] = 0, and E [Zm(W; Z)] = E [Z (Z00 + h(W))] = E(ZZ0)0 since
E[Zh(W)] = E[Zh(W)]  E[E(ZjW)h(W)] = 0:Thus
a(m) = 0:
Likewise, since ^ = (^
0
; ^
0
)0; m^(w; z) = z0^ + q(w)0^;
a(m^) = E

[E(ZZ0)] 1Zm^(X; W)
	
= [E(ZZ0)] 1
h
E(ZZ0)^ + E[Zq(W)0]^
i
= ^:
6.2. Monte Carlo study of nite sample performance
Our simulations take both Wi and Zi in (22) to be one-dimensional, and throughout
set 0 = 0:3 and h(w) = log(1 + w2). Our main focus is to investigate performance
of studentizations of Section 5 when the ordering requirements of C5 and C50 may be
problematic due to noise in our information about the ordering. For example, even
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if one knows which characteristic(s) of individual units underpins the structure of
spatial dependence, it may be observed with error. For both settings of Section 5.1
and 5.2, we introduce varying degrees of perturbations to the correct ordering of data
and report their e¤ects on Monte Carlo coverage probabilities and power of test.
In the rst set of simulations which is relevant to the studentization of Section 5.1,
we generate random locations for individual units along a line, which determines the
underlying dependence structure. We then compare the performance of our studenti-
zation under the correct ordering of data with that under a perturbed ordering, where
locations are observed subject to error, but used to order the data. To be specic, the
locations of the observations, denoted s = (s1;    ; sn)0, were generated by a random
draw from the uniform distribution over [0; n]. Keeping them xed across replica-
tions, Ui and Zi were generated independently as scalar normal variables with mean
zero and covariances Cov(Ui; Uj) = Cov(Zi; Zj) = jsi sj j; using various  2 (0; 1).
To construct Wi, we generate another scalar normal random variable Vi in the same
way as Ui and Zi and let Wi = 1 + Vi + 0:5Zi. The dependent variable is then
Yi = log(1 +W
2
i ) + 0:3Zi + Ui.
For the studentization, we add noise to the locations, to generate four sets of
"perturbed" locations: dening
0 = (01;    ; 0n)0  N(0; 4In); 00 = (001;    ; 00n)0  N(0; 25In);
000 = (0001 ;    ; 000n )0  N(0; 100In); 0000 = (00001 ;    ; 0000n )0  N(0; 400In);
we take
s0i = si + 
0
i; s
00
i = si + 
00
i ; s
000
i = si + 
000
i ; s
0000
i = si + 
0000
i ; i = 1;    ; n;
We base the studentization on 5 di¤erent orderings of the data, according to the ve
sets of locations s; s0; s00; s000; s0000.
We consider two sample sizes, n = 100; 400 and 4 levels of dependence,  =
0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6: For each of the 8 combinations, three bandwidth values,  = 4; 6; 9
were tried, and for the series functions of Wi, the rst    1 orthonormal Legendre
polynomials were used. The results are based on 1000 replications.
We rst analyse performance of the estimates of both the nonparametric function
m and semiparametric quantity a(m): We report in Table 2 the Monte Carlo mean
squared error (MSE), biases and variances of bm at a xed point x = (w; z) = (0:5; 0:5),
the Monte Carlo integrated MSE (MISE) of bm to convey global performance, and the
MSE of ^: The bias and variance of bm(0:5; 0:5) are in line with the prediction that
larger  reduce bias while increasing variance, while under all values of ,  = 4 or
 = 6 led to the smallest MSE for n = 100, while  = 6 did so for n = 400. For the
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MISE,  = 4 was best when n = 100; and  = 6 was best for n = 400. The Monte
Carlo MSE of ^ was relatively insensitive to  across all 8 settings, which is important
as optimal choice of  for semiparametric estimation is often more ambiguous than
for nonparametric estimation.
Our next objective is to investigate performance of the studentization of Section
5.1. Theorem 3 implies in this setting,q
n=B^n(^   0)!d W1(1)=
p
	1; as n!1:
Kiefer, Vogelsang and Bunzel (2000)s Table 2 gave simulated values of the per-
centiles of W 21 (1)=	1, from which we derive the 99:5
th; 97:5th and 95th percentiles of
W1(1)=
p
	1 as
p
101:2;
p
46:39 and
p
28:88, respectively. We thence construct asymp-
totic 95% condence intervals for 0;

^  
q
46:39C^n=n; ^ +
q
46:39C^n=n

: Table 3
reports the Monte Carlo average length of this interval based on correctly ordering
the data according to s. The length decreases with n and increases with  and is
fairly insensitive to . Similar patterns are observed under perturbed ordering.
Table 4 reports empirical coverage probabilities for the 99%, 95% and 90% con-
dence intervals under the ve di¤erent orderings of data, based on locations s; s0; s00; s000,
and s0000. When  = 0, studentizations with all orderings produce a rather precise cov-
erage probabilities for both samples sizes. For  = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6 and correct ordering
based on s, the coverage probabilities su¤er slightly in the smallest sample n = 100,
while being fairly good for n = 400, at least for  = 0:2 and 0:4. The more we perturb
the ordering, a gradual deterioration is reported. Nevertheless, even with the greatest
perturbations, caused by substantial noises V ar (000i ) = 100 and V ar (
0000
i ) = 400, the
results are encouraging.
Table 5 reports empirical power of testing H0 : 0 =  against H1 : 0 6= , for
 = 0:3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:7; of course columns corresponding to  = 0:3 report empirical size.
Not surprisingly, for  = 0, powers across di¤erent orderings are similar, while for
 = 0:2; 0:4 and 0:6, power tends to improve with increasing perturbations.
The second set of simulations considers the studentization of Section 5.2. To gener-
ate the data, we follow the random location setting of Robinson and Thawornkaiwong
(2012), where the locations of the observations, denoted s1;    ; sn, were generated
by a random draw from the uniform distribution over [0; 2n1=2]  [0; 2n1=2]. Keep-
ing these locations xed across replications, Ui and Zi were generated independently
as scalar normal random variables with mean zero and covariances Cov(Ui; Uj) =
Cov(Zi; Zj) = 
ksi sjk: We generated Wi and Yi; and used the same  , series
functions and number of replications, as before, but took  = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:52 for
n = 100 and  = 0; 0:2; 0:35; 0:5 for n = 400. The random location setting implies
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the degree of dependence is determined not only by , but also by the distances
between locations. The fact that we are considering locations on a plane rather
than along a line implies that  produces di¤ering strengths of dependence com-
pared to the familiar time series AR(1) model, making it di¢ cult to get a sense
of the degree of dependence in the data generated. One measure of dependence
that might be used in comparisons is
Pn
i;j=1 jCov(Ui; Uj)j. Our choices of  led
this quantity to be of similar magnitude to that in the AR(1) model with lag-1
autocorrelation ' = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6 : for n = 100, in our spatial setting it took val-
ues 100; 156; 246; 401 for  = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:52, respectively, which are comparable to
100; 150; 232; 396 in the time series AR(1) with ' = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; for n = 400, it took
values 400; 618; 932; 1597 for  = 0; 0:2; 0:35; 0:5, respectively, which are comparable
to 400; 599; 930; 1590 in the time series AR(1) with ' = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6.
We used the two dimensional location coordinate si = (s1i; s2i) to order the data
with two indices. The rst coordinate s1i was used to divide the sample into n1=2
groups numbered by the rst index and the second coordinate s2i was then used to
order within each group, generating the second index. For perturbations to the order-
ing, we added two dimensional error terms to si, leading to s0i; s
00
i ; s
000
i ; s
0000
i , respectively:
0i  N(0; 4I2); 00i  N(0; 25I2); 000i  N(0; 100I2); 0000i  N(0; 400I2);
where 0i; 
00
i ; 
000
i ; 
0000
i are independent across i. It is worth noting that due to the
di¤erence in the settings, above errors represent more signicant perturbations than
in the previous setting, since the variance of s1i and s2i in the current set-up is smaller
than the variance of si used in the previous one.
We report in Table 6 the Monte Carlo MSE, bias and variance of bm(0:5; 0:5),
MISE of bm; and MSE of ^0. Again, patterns of bias and variance of bm with changing
 are in line with predictions, and  = 6; 9 tended to generate the lowest MSE for
settings with n = 100 , 400, respectively. Table 7 reports Monte Carlo average length
of 95% condence intervals. As before, it decreases with n, increases with  and
shows little variation across . Table 8 reports the empirical coverage probabilities
for the 99%, 95% and 90% condence intervals based on critical values of Table 1. As
expected, adverse impacts of perturbed ordering increase with  and the magnitude
of perturbations, although the results are again encouraging even for the greatest
perturbations and  = 0:52; 0:5. Table 9 reports empirical power of testingH0 : 0 = 
against H1 : 0 6= , for  = 0:3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:7 with 5% signicance level. Again, results
are similar to those of the previous setting, with power improving with increasing
perturbations for  6= 0, and powers across di¤erent orderings are similar when  = 0.
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Table 2: Monte Carlo MSE, Variance and Bias, Design 1
 n  MSE(m^x) V ar(m^x) Bias(m^x) MISE(m^) MSE(^)
0 100 4 0.0353 0.0283 0.0842 0.0595 0.0126
6 0.035 0.0347 0.017 0.0701 0.0125
9 0.0463 0.0463 0.0039 0.0989 0.0132
400 4 0.0162 0.0071 0.0956 0.0265 0.0033
6 0.0082 0.0079 0.0174 0.0199 0.0033
9 0.0098 0.0098 -0.0024 0.025 0.0034
0.2 100 4 0.0526 0.0453 0.0855 0.0863 0.0216
6 0.055 0.0546 0.0201 0.0992 0.022
9 0.0671 0.067 0.0066 0.1261 0.0229
400 4 0.0219 0.0121 0.099 0.033 0.005
6 0.0141 0.0135 0.0254 0.0278 0.0051
9 0.0151 0.0151 0.0041 0.0334 0.0051
0.4 100 4 0.0693 0.0647 0.0674 0.106 0.0268
6 0.0757 0.0756 0.005 0.1207 0.0273
9 0.0915 0.0915 -0.002 0.1493 0.0278
400 4 0.025 0.0148 0.1014 0.0394 0.0065
6 0.0175 0.0168 0.0265 0.0347 0.0065
9 0.0193 0.0192 0.0058 0.0404 0.0065
0.6 100 4 0.0863 0.0809 0.0738 0.1326 0.0341
6 0.0861 0.0859 0.0112 0.1465 0.0348
9 0.1028 0.1028 -0.0013 0.1739 0.0358
400 4 0.034 0.0253 0.0931 0.0517 0.0107
6 0.0272 0.0267 0.0222 0.0481 0.0107
9 0.0301 0.0301 -0.0006 0.0542 0.0107
Table 3: Monte Carlo average 95% CI length for 0, Design 1
n   = 0  = 0:2  = 0:4  = 0:6
100 4 0.5605 0.6746 0.7447 0.8328
6 0.5608 0.6701 0.7401 0.8276
9 0.5608 0.6736 0.7353 0.8224
400 4 0.2955 0.3519 0.4043 0.4889
6 0.2933 0.3501 0.4039 0.4874
9 0.2922 0.3489 0.402 0.4869
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Table 6: Monte Carlo MSE, Variance and Bias, Design 2
 n  MSE(m^x) V ar(m^x) Bias(m^x) MISE(m^) MSE(^)
0 100 4 0.1851 0.0239 0.4016 0.1923 0.0151
6 0.0337 0.0273 0.08 83.4583 0.0133
9 0.037 0.0368 0.0158 83.4967 0.0137
400 4 0.173 0.0062 0.4084 0.1787 0.0038
6 0.017 0.0071 0.0998 365.4258 0.0032
9 0.0085 0.0081 0.0213 365.4463 0.0032
0.2 100 4 0.1936 0.0325 0.4014 0.1995 0.0165
6 0.0406 0.0339 0.0815 83.4625 0.0151
9 0.0441 0.044 0.0103 83.5007 0.0154
400 4 0.1741 0.0077 0.4078 0.1804 0.0039
6 0.0184 0.0087 0.0989 365.4674 0.0036
9 0.0113 0.0108 0.0226 365.487 0.0036
0.4 100 4 0.1937 0.0423 0.3892 0.2094 0.019
6 0.0511 0.0456 0.0745 83.4556 0.0173
9 0.0549 0.0549 0.0029 83.4942 0.0176
0.35 400 4 0.1766 0.0109 0.4071 0.1815 0.0048
6 0.0215 0.0114 0.1003 365.3836 0.0041
9 0.0122 0.0117 0.0233 365.4038 0.004
0.52 100 4 0.2195 0.0662 0.3916 0.2288 0.0245
6 0.0735 0.0666 0.0826 83.519 0.023
9 0.0766 0.0765 0.0109 83.5562 0.0231
0.5 400 4 0.181 0.0164 0.4057 0.1858 0.0062
6 0.0265 0.0164 0.1007 365.3476 0.0053
9 0.0167 0.0161 0.0228 365.3677 0.0053
Table 7: Monte Carlo average 95% CI length for 0, Design 2
n   = 0  = 0:2  = 0:4; 0:35  = 0:52; 0:5
100 4 0.5696 0.596 0.6135 0.6602
6 0.5304 0.5582 0.5748 0.6193
9 0.5348 0.5606 0.5785 0.6202
400 4 0.2853 0.2982 0.3108 0.3379
6 0.2634 0.2765 0.2905 0.3186
9 0.262 0.2754 0.2896 0.3178
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6.3. Empirical examples
We apply our methodology in two illustrative empirical examples, using (22) with
data from Yatchew (2003). Series estimation yields similar estimates of 0 to the
kernel ones in Yatchew (2003). For the hypothesis H0 : 0` = 0 against H1 : 0` 6= 0,
` = 1;    ; d, the test that assumes independence of disturbances is contrasted with
that based on an extension of Theorem 3 or 4, which allow for spatial dependence.
Denoting by b` the `th element of b and B^`n; C^`n the (`; `) th element of B^n; C^n;
respectively, the statistic tn = nb2`=B^`n and t0n = nb2`=C^`n satisfy:
tn !d W 21 (1)=	1 under H0; tn !p 1 under H1;
t0n !d W 21 (1; 1)=1 under H0; t0n !p 1 under H1:
(cf Kiefer, Vogelsang and Bunzel (2000, pp. 712-713)).
The rst empirical example concerns the following cost function of distributing
electricity, also from Yatchew (2003):
tc = 1wage+ 2pcap+
3
2
wage2 +
4
2
pcap2 + 5wage  pcap
+6PUC + 7kwh+ 8life+ 9lf + 10kmwire+ h(cust) + u:
The dependent variable, tc, is the log total cost per customer. The parametrically in-
volved regressors are wage (log wage rate), pcap (log price of capital), PUC (a dummy
for public utility commissions that deliver additional services, and therefore may ben-
et from economies of scale), life (log of the remaining life of distribution assets),
lf (log of the load factor, measuring capacity utilization relative to peak usage), and
kmwire (log of kilometers of distribution wire per customer). The nonparametrically
involved regressor is cust (log of the number of customers). The disturbance is now
denoted u. Yatchew (2003) was interested in estimating the conditional expectation
of tc given cust, holding the other regressors xed, as the shape of this curve reveals
whether there are increasing/decreasing returns to scale in electricity distribution.
We are interested in estimating  and testing their signicance, H0 : l = 0; versus
H1 : l 6= 0 for l = 1;    ; d, when allowing for dependence in the disturbance u. The
data consists of 81 municipal distributors in Ontario, Canada in 1993.
The rst set of columns of Table 10 repeat the kernel estimates of  and their
standard errors, assuming uncorrelatedness of error terms, from Yatchew (2003) based
on methods and theory of Robinson (1988). The second set of columns report thebi; using the rst three Legendre polynomials in series estimaton. Test statistics
labelled  are 5% signicant, while those labelled4 are 10% signicant. To apply the
studentization of Section 5.1, two di¤erent orderings were tried. First, the data were
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ordered in the ascending wage rate faced by the rm, with the rationale that rms may
be subject to input shocks, and those with similar wage rate may use similar inputs,
leading to dependence in disturbances. Test statistics based on this studentization are
denoted tn;w. Second, the data were ordered according to the number of employees of
the rm, which is a measure of size, noting that rms of similar size may be subject to
similar shocks, or alternatively, may be dependent due to competition. Test statistics
based on this studentization are denoted tn;e. Inference based on the assumption
of uncorrelated disturbances found PUC; life; lf and kmwire to be 5% signicant
using kernel estimation, while PUC; life and kmwire are 5% signicant with series
estimation. When allowing for dependence in disturbances, and with both orderings,
life and kmwire were still found to be 5% signicant, while lf , pcap and wage pcap
were 10% signicant and PUC, which was 5% signicant under uncorrelatedness, was
10% signicant based on ordering according to number of employees.
Table 10: Cost function in Electricity Distribution
kernel series
Coef SE t-stat Coef SE t-stat tn;w t

n;e
wage -6.298 12.453 -0.506 -6.002 15.736 -0.381 0.426 0.261
pcap -1.393 1.6 -0.872 -2.531 1.846 -1.371 44:084 35:4334
1
2
wage2 0.72 2.13 0.3388 1.731 12.837 0.135 0.061 0.036
1
2
pcap2 0.032 0.066 0.485 0.148 0.318 0.466 1.593 1.491
wage  pcap 0.534 0.599 0.891 2.044 1.553 1.317 43:1554 40:274
PUC -0.086 0.039  2:205 -0.043 0.017  2:6 11.042 28:8934
kwh 0.033 0.086 0.384 0.0828 0.102 0.8085 8.208 9.486
life -0.634 0.115  5:513 -0.613 0.124  4:935 104:6 92:7
lf 1.249 0.436 2:865 0.746 0.486 1.535 39:6694 36:5874
kmwire 0.399 0.087 4:586 0.442 0.088 5:012 202:65 151:02
The second example involves hedonic pricing of housing attributes, the data con-
cerning 92 detached homes in Ottawa sold during 1987. The dependent variable is
the sale price of a given house (price), while the parametrically involved regressors
consist of attributes of the house, including lot size (lotarea), square footage of hous-
ing (usespc), number of bedrooms (nrbed), average neighbourhood income (acginc),
distance to highway (dhwy), presence of garage (grge), replace (frplc), and luxury
bathroom (lux). The nonparametric function h() has two arguments, being location
coordinates s =south and w = west:
price = h(s; w) + 1frplc+ 2grge+ 3lux+ 4acginc+ 5dhwy
+6lotarea+ 7nrbed+ 8usespc+ u:
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In series estimation of h(s; w), we used approximating functions (1; s; w; sw). The
rst set of columns of Table 11 recalls the kernel estimates reported in Yatchew (2003),
and the second set reports the corresponding series estimation results. The estimates
of coe¢ cients, their standard errors and the t-statistics are broadly similar, revealing
signicance of many of the regressors at the 5% level.
In applying the studentization of Section 5.2, we divided the north axis to 9 in-
tervals, the rst two containing 11 units each and the rest 10 units, anticipating
possible spatial dependence in disturbances of neighbouring houses. In Table 11,
SE refers to standard error computed under the assumption of independence, and
the test statistic t0n dened above has critical values 40:3; 26:45 at sizes 5% and 10%,
respectively. Again, test statistics labelled * are signicant at 5% level and those with
4 at 10% level. Our tests, which attempt to account for dependence, nd that the
presence of replace, garage, luxury bathroom and square footage are 5% signicant,
while average neighbourhood income and lotsize are 10% signicant. The contrasting
conclusions on the signicance of  estimates between the test under independent
errors (denoted t-stat) and the test t0n allowing for dependence may be due to cross-
sectional dependence in the data, as seems natural, given that prices of houses of
the same type, sold in the same year and city, would have been subject to an over-
lapping set of demand and supply side factors, driven by the same macroeconomic
fundamentals.
Table 11: Hedonic House Pricing
kernel series
Variable Coef SE t-stat Coef SE t-stat t0n
frplc 12.6 5.8 2.17* 12.7 5.62 2.26* 42.40*
grge 12.9 4.9 2.63* 12.8 4.31 2.97* 80.88*
lux 57.6 10.6 5.43* 58.2 11.3 5.15* 260.74*
acginc 0.6 0.23 2.61* 0.61 0.2 3.08* 29.644
dhwy 1.5 21.4 0.07 -9.2 5.86 -1.57 21.32
lotarea 3.1 2.2 1.41 3.8 1.85 2.03* 31.564
nrbed 6.4 4.8 1.33 7.8 4.2 1.854 19.51
usespc 24.7 10.6 2.33* 23.6 11.6 2.04* 53.13*
7. Conclusion
This paper has established a theoretical background for series estimation of a vector-
valued functional of the nonparametric regression function under cross-sectional de-
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pendence and heterogeneity. Theoretical results include a mean square rate of con-
vergence and asymptotic normality. Robust data-driven studentizations that require
a suitable ordering of observations across either one or two dimensions o¤er an alter-
native to existing methods of inference. The framework of cross-sectional dependence
and heterogeneity of this paper and its technical arguments may be used to establish
asymptotic theory in some other settings.
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Appendix A. Proofs of Theorems 1-4.
Proof of Theorem 1. This follows that of Theorem 1 in Newey (1997), with
modications arising from relaxing his iid setting. Throughout the proofs write
p () = p () : We have E(m^(Xi)   m(Xi))2  2[E(p(Xi)0(b   ))2 + E(p(Xi)0  
m(Xi))
2]; whence (13) follows from Lemma 1 and A2 on showing that
kb   k = Op  1=2 +   : (23)
As in Newey (1997), if we replace p () by the normalised E(Q) 1=2p, we can take
E(Q) = I; where Ir denotes the r-rowed identity matrix. Though this transforma-
tion a¤ects  and b; we leave the notation unchanged because m^(x) is unchanged.
To prove (23), given (7) and (3); put 1n = l((Q)  1=2); where l() is the indicator
function. It will be shown that
1  1n = op(1) as n!1; (24)
whenceQ 1 exists with probability approaching 1. WritingM = (m(X1);    ;m(Xn))0;
1n(b   ) = 1n [Q 1P 0(Y  M)=n+Q 1P 0(M   P)=n] ; by elementary inequalities
k1n(b )k  k1nQ 1kkP 0U=nk+k1nQ 1P 0=pnkk(M P)=pnk = Op  1=2 +   ;
(25)
since k1nQ 1k  (Q 1) !p 1; and thus k1nQ 1P 0=
p
nk2 = k1nQ 1P 0 1=nk =
k1nQ 1k  (Q 1) = Op(1); k(M   P)=
p
nk2 = n 1Pni=1(m(Xi)   p(Xi)0)2 =
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Op(
 2) by Lemma 1 and kP 0U=nk = Op
 
1=2

; the nal statement following from
E kP 0U=nk22 =
1
n2
nX
i;j=1
ijE ( (Xi) (Xj) p(Xi)p
0(Xj))
 1
n2
nX
i;j=1
ij  E4 (Xi)E4 (Xj)E kp(Xi)k4E kp(Xj)k41=4
 C
n2
nX
i;j=1
ij  E kp(Xi)k41=2
 C! (Etr(Q))1=2  C1=2!; (26)
which can be improved to
E kP 0U=nk22 
C
n2
nX
i;j=1
ijE kp(Xj)k2  C!
when  is bounded. Thus (23) follows from (24). To prove (24), for any " > 0;
P (j1  1nj > ")  P ((Q) < 1=2)  P (j(Q)  1j > 1=2)  4E ((Q)  1)2  4EkQ Ik22;
since (Q) 1 = (Q I) and where kAk2 = tr1=2(A0A) denotes the Euclidean norm
of a matrix A: We show that
EkQ  Ik22  C2
 
n 1 +4! 0: (27)
Denoting  (i;j)p` = Cov fpp(Xi)p`(Xi); pp(Xj)p`(Xj)g ; the left side of (27) is a1 + a2
where
a1 =
1
n2
X
p;`=1
nX
i=1
 
(i;i)
p` ; a2 =
1
n2
X
p;`=1
nX
i;j=1;j 6=i
 
(i;j)
p` :
By elementary inequalities (i;i)p`   sup
x
p2p(x)sup
x
p2`(x)Ep
2
p(Xi)Ep
2
`(Xi)
1=2
 C

sup
x
p2p(x)Ep
2
`(Xi) + sup
x
p2`(x)Ep
2
p(Xi)

and thus, applying A4,
a1  C
n2
sup
x
kp(x)k2
nX
i=1
E kp(Xi)k2  C2=n = o(1);
while
 
(i;j)
p` =
q
 
(i;i)
p`
q
 
(j;j)
p` Cov

pp(Xi)p`(Xi)=
q
 
(i;i)
p` ; pp(Xj)p`(Xj)=
q
 
(j;j)
p`

 C ij

sup
x
p2`(x)sup
x
p2p(x)
1=2  
Ep2p(Xi)Ep
2
`(Xi)Ep
2
p(Xj)Ep
2
`(Xj)
1=4
;
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and thus
a2  C
n2

sup
x
kp(x)k2
 nX
i;j=1;j 6=i
 ij
 
E kp(Xi)k2 + E kp(Xj)k2
  C24 = o(1);
by A4, which completes the proof of (27), and thus of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We will prove later that
k V   V k2 = op( 1); (28)
implying with B3 that
 V V  1   Id   V   V  kV  1k !p 0 and thus
V V  1 !p Id; k V  1k  kV  1kkV V  1k = Op(): (29)
Writing r = ^   0   n 1=2v; with v dened in (14), (19) is implied if
p
n V  1=2r = op(1); (30)
V  1=2v !d N(0; Id): (31)
Proof of (30). By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, (30) follows
if we show that k1n
p
n V  1=2rk  pnk V  1=2kk1nrk = op(1): Now denoting m() =
p()0,
krk  ka(m^) a(m) D(m^)+D(m)k+kD(m^) D( m) n 1=2vk+kD( m) D(m)k =: kr1k+kr2k+kr3k:
Since k V  1=2k = Op( 1=2) it su¢ ces to prove that 1n
p
nkrik = op(1); i = 1; 2; 3:
By B1, kr1k = Op(jm^ mj21;w): By the triangle inequality, A1 and (23),
jm^ mj21;w  2jp0(^   )j21;w + 2jp0  mj21;w
 22k^   k2 +O( 2) = Op
 
2(+  2)

; (32)
and by B4, p
nkr1k = Op
 p
n2
 
+  2

= op(1):
Next, since
D(m^) = D(P 0b) = A0b = A0Q 1P 0(M + U)=n; D( m) = D(P 0) = A0; (33)
we have
k1nr2k = k1nA0Q 1P 0(M + U)=n  1nA0   1nA0P 0U=nk
 k1nA0(Q 1   I)P 0U=nk+ k1nA0Q 1P 0(M   P)=nk
 kAkk1n(Q 1   I)kkP 0U=nk+ kAkk1nQ 1P 0=
p
nkk(M   P)=pnk:
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Now kAk  C; k1 1n Qk = Op(1), and by (12), Lemma 1 and (26), k1 1n Q 1P 0=
p
nk =
Op(1); k(M   P)=
p
nk = Op( ), kP 0U=nk = Op(1=2), while k1n(Q 1   I)k2 =
Op(kI  Qk22) = O( 2(n 1 +4)) from (27). Thus
p
nk1nr2k = Op

 (n)1=2
 
1=2(n 1=2 +41=2) +   = op(1)
by B4. Finally, by linearity of D(), B2 and A1, pnkr3k = O(
p
n j m  mj1;w) =
O(
p
n ) = op(1); by B4.
Proof of (31). With zi = A0p(Xi)(Xi), write
v =
1X
j=1
tj"j; tj = tjn =
nX
i=1
zibij=
p
n: (34)
For N = Nn, write v1 =
PN
j=1 tj"j; v2 = v   v1: Since
E kzik2  C2
 
E4(Xi)E kp(Xi)k4
1=2  C31=2; (35)
we have
E ktjk2  C
n
nX
i=1
nX
k=1
(E kzik2 + E kzkk2) jbijbkjj
 C
31=2
n
 
nX
i=1
jbijj
!2
(36)
and thus
E kv2k2 =
1X
j=N+1
E ktjk2
 C
31=2N 
n
 
max
j
nX
k=1
jbkjj
!
nX
i=1
1X
j=N+1
j jbijj
 C31=2N  max
1in
1X
j=1
j jbijj = o
 
 1

;
by B5, on choosing N such that
 
31=2
1=
=N ! 0: Thus from (31) it remains to
consider V  1=2v1: Dening eV = eVn = NX
j=1
tjt
0
j;
in view of (17), (36)
 V   eV 
2
=
P1
j=N+1 ktjk2 = op ( 1) ; so arguing as in (29),
eV  1 V !p Id; eV  1 = Op(): (37)
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We now show that for any c 2 Rd such that c0c = 1
c0eV  1=2v1 !d N (0; 1) ; (38)
conditionally on fXig1i=1 whence (38) holds unconditionally also, andeV  1=2v1 !d N (0; Id)
by the Cramer-Wold device. Writing wj = wjn = c0eV  1=2tj; since the wj"j are mar-
tingale di¤erences under A3 it su¢ ces to check the following two su¢ cient conditions
of Scott (1973):
NX
j=1
E(wj"j)
2 !p 1; (39)
NX
j=1
E
 
(wj"j)
21(jwj"jj > ) jfXig1i=1
!p 0; 8 > 0: (40)
By independence of f"ig and fXig ; and
PN
j=1w
2
j  1; the left side of (39) isE
PN
j=1 w
2
j


E(1) = 1; so (39) holds. As in the proof of Theorem 4 of Robinson (2011), again
using the independence, the term of (40) is bounded by
max
j1
E
 
"2j1
 
"2j > =r

+
1
r
NX
j=1
w4j ;
for any r > 0: By B5, for any  the rst term can be made arbitrarily small by
choosing r small enough, while from (36)
NX
j=1
w4j 
1
n2
eV  1=24 NX
j=1
ktjk4 = Op
0@6 2
n2
NX
j=1
 
nX
i=1
jbijj
!41A
= Op
0@6 2
n
 
max
j1
nX
i=1
jbijj
!3 
max
1in
1X
j=1
jbijj
!1A = Op6 2
n

;(41)
which is op(1); to verify (40) in view of B4. It follows from the above calculations that
V  1=2v =

V  1=2eV 1=2 eV  1=2v1 + V  1=2 v2 = eV  1=2v1 + op(1); to prove ( 31). This
proves (19). Finally, writing
p
nV  1=2(^   0) =
p
n V  1=2(^   0) +
p
n
 
V  1=2  
V  1=2

(^   0), (20) follows from (19) and (29).
Proof of (28 ). Let z(`)i denote the `
th element of zi. The (`; p)th element of V  V
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is n 1
nX
i;j=1
ij
n
z
(`)
i z
(p)
j   E(z(`)i z(p)j )
o
; which, from Isserliss formula, has variance
1
n2
nX
i1;i2;i3;i4=1
i1i2i3i4cum(z
(`)
i1
; z
(p)
i2
; z
(`)
i3
; z
(p)
i4
) (42)
+
1
n2
nX
i1;i2;i3;i4=1
i1i2i3i4
(`;`)
i1i3

(p;p)
i2i4
+
1
n2
nX
i1;i2;i3;i4=1
i1i2i3i4
(`;p)
i1i4

(p;`)
i2i3
; (43)
where (`;p)ij = Cov(z
(`)
i ; z
(p)
j ):
For each `; p = 1; :::; d; the left side of (42) is bounded by
1
n2
nX
i2;i4=1
nX
i1=1
i1i2 nX
i3=1
i3i4 cum(z(`)i1 ; z(p)i2 ; z(`)i3 ; z(p)i4 )
 1
n2
nX
i2;i4=1
max
i1;i3
cum(z(`)i1 ; z(p)i2 ; z(`)i3 ; z(p)i4 )maxi2
nX
i1=1
i1i2maxi4
nX
i3=1
i3i4
 C
n2
nX
i2;i4=1
max
i1;i3
cum(z(`)i1 ; z(p)i2 ; z(`)i3 ; z(p)i4 )
C
n2
nX
i2;i4=1
max
i1;i3
X
h1;:::;h4=1
jAh1`Ah2pAh3`Ah4pj jcum(w(h1)i1 ; :::; w(h4)i4 )j
 C
n2
X
h=1
A2h`
X
h=1
A2hp
nX
i2;i4=1
max
i1;i3
 
X
h1;:::;h4=1

cum(w
(h1)
i1
; :::; w
(h4)
i4
)
2!1=2
 C
2
n2
nX
i2;i4=1
max
i1;i3
 
X
h1;:::;h4=1

cum(w
(h1)
i1
; :::; w
(h4)
i4
)
2!1=2
= o(1);
by B6, noting
X
h1;:::;h4=1
jAh1`Ah2pAh3`Ah4pj 
  X
h1;:::;h4=1
(Ah1`Ah2pAh3`Ah4p)
2
1=2
2  kAk22  C22
with kAk  C from B2.
From (35),
(`;p)ii   C31=2; and the rst term in (43) is bounded by
1
n2
nX
i1;i2;i3;i4=1
i1i2i3i4(`;`)i1i3  (p;p)i2i2 (p;p)i4i4 1=2  Cn2 31=2
nX
i1;i2;i3;i4=1
i1i2i3i4(`;`)i1i3 
 C
n2
31=2
0B@ nX
i=1
(`;`)ii + nX
i;j=1
i 6=j
(`;`)ij 
1CA
 C6  n 1 +4 = op   2 (44)
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by A4 and B4, since
j(`;`)ij j =
q

(`;`)
ii
q

(`;`)
ii
Covz(`)i =q(`;`)ii ; z(`)j =q(`;`)ii   C31=2 ij; i 6= j:
By symmetry the second term in (43) is also of the order (44). 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to, and simpler than the
proof of Theorem 4 below and is thus omitted here, but can be found in the online
appendix of the paper on the authors website.1
Proof of Theorem 4. Dene the d 1 vector summation
S^n(r; u) =
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
A^0Q 1p(Xjk)U^jk=
p
n; 0  r; u  1;
where [] denotes integer part. From Lemmas 3, 4 and 5, one has weak convergence 
S^n(r; u)

r;u2[0;1] )
 

1=2fWd(r; u)   ruWd(1; 1)g

r;u2[0;1] in the space fD([0; 1]2)gd.
Observe that C^n = n 1
Ps
m=1
Pt
`=1 S

n(m=s; `=t)S

n(m=s; `=t)
0  R 1
0
R 1
0
Sn(r; u)S

n(r; u)
0drdu;
so the continuous mapping theorem gives 
 1=2C^n
 1=2 ) d: Writing
n(^n   0)0C^ 1n (^n   0) =
 p
n
 1=2(^n   0)
0
(
1=2C^ 1n 

1=2)
 p
n
 1=2(^n   0)

:
We observe by Lemmas 3-5 that 
 1=2C^n
 1=2 ) d, and by Theorem 2 and Assump-
tion C1 that
p
n
 1=2(^n   0) !d N(0; Id), where the two terms converge jointly.

Appendix B. Lemmas
Lemma 1. Under Assumption A1, as n!1;
max
1in
Ejm(Xi)  p0(Xi)j2 = O
 
 2

:
Proof of Lemma 1. By A1, for 1  i  n,
E
 
m(Xi)  p0(Xi)
2
= E
 
m(Xi)  p0(Xi)
2 
1 + kXik2
 w 
1 + kXik2
w
 jm  p0j21;wE
 
1 + kXik2
w
= O( 2): 
1https://sites.google.com/site/jungyoonleeecon
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Lemma 2. Assume there exists (j)  0, j 2 Z such that P1j= 1 (j) < 1 and
jikj  (i  k); i; k = 1; 2;    . Then for any r 2 [0; 1],
[rn]X
i=1
nX
k=[rn]+1
jikj = o(n):
Proof of Lemma 2. Note that n =
P
jjjlogn (j)! 0 as n!1, and maxj (j) 
C <1. We have
[rn]X
i=1
nX
k=[rn]+1
jikj 
[rn]X
i=1
nX
k=[rn]+1
(i  k) 
[rn]X
i=1
nX
k=[rn]+logn
(i  k)
+
nX
k=[rn]+1
[rn] lognX
i=1
(i  k) + C
[rn]X
i=[rn] logn
[rn]+lognX
k=[rn]+1
1
 n
[rn]X
i=1
1 + n
nX
k=[rn]+1
1 + C(log n)2  2nn+ C(log n)2 = o(n): 
The remaining lemmas are needed for establishing the studentization of Section
5.2, where we need to verify weak convergence of d-dimensional processes. We rst in-
troduce a metric for the coordinate space for each element of d-dimensional processes,
then consider a metric for the d-dimensional processes which lie in a product space.
Corresponding denitions and lemmas required for studentization of Section 5.3 can
be found in the online supplementary appendix.
Let X(; ); Y (; ) 2 D2([0; 1]2) = D2 where D2 is the space of all real valued
functions on [0; 1]2 that are right-continuous with nite left limits with respect to
each of the two arguments (r; u) 2 [0; 1]2. Let  be the group of all transformations
 : [0; 1]2 ! [0; 1]2 of the form (r; u) = (1(r); 2(u))0, where 1; 2 : [0; 1] ! [0; 1]
are continuous, strictly increasing functions satisfying 1(0) = 2(0) = 0 and 1(1) =
2(1) = 1.
The "Skorohod" metric d(; ) in D2 is dened as
d(X; Y ) = inf
2
 
minfkX   Y k; kkg;
where kX   Y k = supr;u2[0;1] jX(r; u)   Y ((r; u))j and kk = supr;u2[0;1] j(r; u)  
(r; u)0j. The space D2 equipped with the metric d(; ) is separable and complete (cf.
Bickel and Wichura (1971) p.1662), which is crucial to our need when dealing with
the product space Dd2 = D2     D2.
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Introduce the d-dimensional processes
Sn(r; u) =
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
A0p(Xjk)Ujk=
p
n; S^n(r; u) =
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
A0p(Xjk)U^jk=
p
n; r; u 2 [0; 1]:
(45)
Note that Sn(; ) 2 Dd2. For X(; ) = (X1(; );    ; Xd(; ))0 2 Dd2 and Y (; ) =
(Y1(; );    ; Yd(; ))0 2 Dd2, dene the metric in Dd2 as
d0(X; Y ) = max
1`d
fd(X`; Y`) : X`; Y` 2 D2g:
Then the -algebra generated by open sets of Dd2 is equivalent to the product of the
-algebras generated by open sets in the component space D2 (Billingsley (1968), p.
225).
Lemma 3 below states a functional central limit theorem (FCLT) for Sn(r; u) in
Dd2 equipped with the metric d
0(; ); where )Dd2 denotes weak convergence of the
associated probability measures in Dd2.
Note that Sn(r; u) can also be written as a sum with triangular array weights
Sn(r; u) =
1X
;h=1
th(n : r; u)"h; (46)
where, with zjk = A0p(Xjk)(Xjk) and
th(n; r; u) :=
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
zjkbjkh=
p
n; r; u 2 [0; 1]; n  1;
with bjkh as in Ujk =
1X
=1
1X
h=1
bjkh"h. In the proof, we nd it more convenient to
use the representation (45) for establishing tightness while (46) is used for deriving
asymptotic normality.
Lemma 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 as n!1;
Sn(r; u)

0r;u1
)Dd2
 

1=2Wd(r; u)

0r;u1: (47)
Proof of Lemma 3. We use two su¢ cient conditions for weak convergence of
probability measures in the product space Dd2 under the metric d
0(; ): convergence
of nite dimensional distributions of Sn(; ) to those of 
1=2Wd(; ); and tightness
condition for each component of the vector Sn(; ). This is justied by using the
same arguments as in Phillips and Durlauf (1986, pp. 487-489, Lemma A.1, A.3).
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While Lemma A.3 of Phillips and Durlauf (1986) on the tightness condition is a
general result that applies also to the product space Dd2, we need to show that their
Lemma A.1 on convergence of nite dimensional distributions shown for fD[0; 1]gd
remains valid also for Dd2 = fD([0; 1]2)gd. The proof of Lemma A.1 of Phillips and
Durlauf (1986) rests on Theorem 14.5 of Billingsley (1968) derived for the space
D[0; 1]. Neuhaus (1971, p. 1290) extended Billingsley (1968)s result to the space
D([0; 1]2). Hence the same arguments as those in Philips and Durlauf (1986) imply
validity of their Lemma A.1 for the product space Dd2.
Convergence of nite dimensional distributions and tightness for Sn(; ) will be
established below after showing: for any 0  r  r0  1 and 0  u  u0  1,
ESn(r; u)Sn(r
0; u0)0 ! ru
; (48)
where Sn(r; u) =
 
Sn1(r; u);    ; Snd(r; u)
0
. Write
ESn(r; u)Sn(r
0; u0)0 = ESn(r; u)Sn(r; u)0 + E
 
Sn(r; u)(Sn(r
0; u0)0   Sn(r; u)0)

:
Denote by Pru = (p(X11); p(X12);    ; p(X1[ut]); p(X21); p(X22);    ; p(X[rs][ut]))0 a [rs][ut]
 matrix and similarly by Uru the [rs][ut]1 vector. By Assumption C10, E(SnS 0n) =
Vn ! 
; and therefore
ESn(r; u)Sn(r; u)
0 =
[rs]
s
[ut]
t
1
[rs]
1
[ut]
E(A0P 0ruUruU
0
ruPruA)! ru
:
Convergence (48) follows if we show that E
 
Sn(r; u)(Sn(r
0; u0)0   Sn(r; u)0)
 ! 0.
Denote d  1 vector A0p(x) =: w = (w1(x);    ; wd(x))0. A precondition for C1
given by Assumption 7 of Newey (1997), along with weak dependence in ejk implied by
B5, lead to Ew2p(Xjk) <1 for 1  p  ; 1  j  s; 1  k  t. For `; p = 1;    ; d,
jESn(r; u)(Sn(r0; u0)0   Sn(r; u)0)`pj  Cn
[rs]X
j=1
[r0s]X
=[rs]+1
[ut]X
k=1
[u0t]X
h=[ut]+1
jjkhjEjw`(Xjk)wp(Xh)j
 C
n
  tX
k;h=1
[rs]X
j=1
[r0s]X
=[rs]+1
jjkhj+
sX
j;=1
[ut]X
k=1
[u0t]X
h=[ut]+1
jjkhj

= o(1);
by C50(i), and because
Ejw`(Xi)wp(Xk)j 
 
Ew2`(Xi)Ew
2
p(Xk)
1=2
<1:
This completes the proof of (48).
Next we show that nite dimensional distributions of Sn() converge to those of

1=2Wd(); that is, for an arbitrary integer k, and any distinct points r1;    ; rk and
u1;    ; uk in [0; 1], 
Sn(r1; u1);    ; Sn(rk; rk)
!d  
1=2Wd(r1; u1);    ;
1=2Wd(rk; uk):
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By the Cramer-Wold device, it su¢ ces to show that for any d 1 vectors c01;    ; c0k,
Qn !d Q; where
Qn =
kX
l=1
c0lSn(rl; ul); Q =
kX
l=1
c0l

1=2Wd(rl; ul):
From (46), Qn =
P1
;h=1 t

h(n; r; u)"h with t

h(n; r; u) =
Pk
l=1 c
0
lth(n; rl; ul). By
(48),
V ar(Qn) =
1X
;h=1
(th)
2 ! V ar(Q) =
kX
l;t=1
c0l
ct minfrl; rtg <1:
By (41), which holds for all c0lth(n; rl; ul), l = 1;    ; k, we have
PS
=1
PT
h=1 t

;h(n; r; u)
4 =
op(1) for S and T similar to N mentioned in the proof of (31), and Qn !d Q follows
by the same argument as in the proof of asymptotic normality (31).
To verify tightness of Sn(r; u), we dene the increment of Sn(r; u). For 0  r 
r0  1 and 0  u  u0  1, set
(rur0u0) = (1(rur0u0);    ; d(rur0u0))0
:= Sn(r
0; u0) + Sn(r; u)  Sn(r0; u)  Sn(r; u0)
=
1p
n
[r0s]X
j=[rs]+1
[u0t]X
k=[ut]+1
A0p(Xjk)Ujk:
To establish tightness of joint probability measures on a product space such as Dd2,
a necessary and su¢ cient condition is that all of the marginal probability measures
are tight on the coordinate space D2 (Phillips and Durlauf (1986, Lemma A. 3),
Billingsley (1968, p. 41)). A su¢ cient condition for tightness for each component in
D2 established in (Bickel and Wichura (1971), Theorem 3) is given by
Ej`(rur0u0)j4  C
  [r0s]  [rs]
s
2  [u0t]  [ut]
t
2
; ` = 1;    ; d; (49)
noting that the right hand side approaches the squared Lebesque measure
 
(r0  
r)(u0   u)2 as s; t!1. Note that
Ej(rur0u0)j2
 1
n
[r0s]X
j;=[rs]+1
[u0t]X
k;h=[ut]+1
jjkhjEj(Xjk)(Xh)w`(Xjk)w0`(Xh)j
 C
n
[r0s]X
j;=[rs]+1
[u0t]X
k;h=[ut]+1
jjkhj 
C
n
[r0s]X
j;=[rs]+1
[u0t]X
k;h=[ut]+1

max
1js;1kt
sX
=1
tX
h=1
jjkhj

 C  [r0s]  [rs]
s
  [u0t]  [ut]
t

(50)
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by Assumption C50(ii).
To verify (49), denote by 1` a d-dimensional vector whose `th element is 1 and
other elements 0; so
Sn`(u)  Sn`(r) =
1X
;h=1
10`(th(n; r
0; u0)  th(n; r; u))"h =:
1X
;h=1
hn"h: (51)
By Assumption C3,
E(
1X
;h=1
hn"h)
2 =
1X
;h=1
2hn; (52)
E(
1X
;h=1
hn"h)
4 =
1X
1; ;4=1
1X
h1; ;h4=1
1h1n2h2n3h3n4h4nE("1h1"2h2"3h3"4h4)
= 3[
1X
;0=1:6=0
1X
h;h0=1:h6=h0
2hn
2
0h0n] + 
1X
;h=1
4hn  C[
1X
;h=1
2hn]
2: (53)
Thus from (50)-(53),
EjSn`(r0; u0)  Sn`(r; u)j4  C[
1X
;h=1
2hn]
2  C E jSn`(r0; u0)  Sn`(r; u)j22
 C  [r0s]  [rs]
s
2  [u0t]  [ut]
t
2
to prove (49). 
Lemma 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, as n!1;
S^n(r; u)

0r;u1
)Dd2
 

1=2fWd(r; u)  ruWd(1; 1)g

0r;u1: (54)
Proof of Lemma 4. We have
S^n(r; u)  Sn(r; u) =
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
A0p(Xjk)fm(Xjk)  m^(Xjk)g=
p
n
=
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
A0p(Xjk)fm(Xjk)  p0(Xjk)g=
p
n
+
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
A0p(Xjk)p0(Xjk)(   ^)=
p
n
= A0P 0ru(Mru   Pru)=
p
n+ A0P 0ruPru(   ^)=
p
n
=: an(r; u)  `n(r; u):
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We shall show that
sup
r;u2[0;1]
kan(r; u)k = op(1); (55)
`n(r; u))Dd2 ru
1=2Wd(1; 1); (56)
which, together with Lemma 3, prove (54).
Proof of (55). One has
sup
r;u2[0;1]
kan(r; u)k  kA0k sup
r;u2[0;1]
kP 0ruk sup
r;u2[0;1]
k(Mru   Pru)=
p
nk (57)
= Op(
p
n2 ) (58)
because kA0k  C, whereas
sup
r;u2[0;1]
kP 0ruk = Op(
p
n); sup
r;u2[0;1]
k(Mru   Pru)=
p
nk = O( );
by Lemma 1. Then (55) follows by C2(iii).
Proof of (56). Since
p
n(^   ) = Q 1P 0(M   P)=pn + Q 1P 0U=pn; witheQru = P 0ruPru=n;
`n(r; u) = A
0 eQruQ 1P 0(M P)=pn+A0 eQruQ 1P 0Upn =: `1;n(r; u)+`2;n(r; u): (59)
We shall show the following two results which constitute the proof of (56):
sup
r;u2[0;1]
k`1;n(r; u)k = op(1); `2;n(r; u))D[0;1]d ruWd(1; 1):
Noting that Q 1 = Op(1) and supr;u2[0;1]
 eQr = Op(p), since under A2
k
[rs]X
j=1
[ut]X
k=1
p(Xjk)p
0(Xjk)=nk = Op(
p
);
we obtain
k`1n(r)k  kA0k sup
r;u2[0;1]
 eQruQ 1P 0(M   P)=pn
 kA0kOp
 p

kP 0k(M   P)=pn = Op(pn2 12 ) = op(1);
by C2(iii). Next, write
`2n(r; u) = rA
0P 0U=
p
n+ A0
 eQruQ 1   ruIP 0U=pn:
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Since the convergence ru(A0P 0U=
p
n) !d ru
1=2Wd(1) follows from the proof of
Theorem 2 and C1, it remains to verify that
sup
r2[0;1]
kA0
 eQruQ 1   rIP 0U=pnk = op(1):
One has kAk = O() and P 0U=pn = O(p) by Assumption C2(ii). Next, with
Qru = P
0
ruPru=[rs][ut] we have
sup
r;u2[0;1]
 [rs]s [ut]t QruQ 1   rI
  sup
r;u2[0;1]
Qru   IQ 1   I
+ sup
r;u2[0;1]
Qru   I+ Q 1   I+ o(1=n):
From (27) and Horn and Johnson (1990, pp. 335-336),Q 1   I2 = Op  2  n 1 +4 = Op  2=n ;
with the last step following from Assumption C2(i). Similarly, one has
sup
r;u2[0;1]
  [rs]
s
[ut]
t
2 Qru   I2 = sup
r;u2[0;1]
  [rs]
s
[ut]
t
2
Op

2
[rs][ut]
+
24ru
[rs]2[ut]2

= Op
 
2=n

: (60)
Therefore,
sup
r;u2[0;1]
kA0
 eQrQ 1   ruIP 0U=pnk = Op2p
n

= op(1); (61)
with the last step following from Assumption C2(iv). 
Lemma 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, as n ! 1; supr2[0;1] kS^n(r; u)  
S^n(r; u)k = op(1):
Proof of Lemma 5. We have
kS^n(r; u)  S^n(r; u)k = k(A^0Q 1   A0)P 0ruU^ru=
p
nk;
and thus
sup
r;u2[0;1]
kS^n(r; u)  S^n(r; u)k  kA^0Q 1   A0k sup
r;u2[0;1]
kP 0ruU^ru=
p
nk =: dn;1dn;2: (62)
We will show that
dn1 = Op
 
2
 r
n
+  

; (63)
dn2 = Op(
1=2 +
p
n ); (64)
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which imply
dn1dn2 = Op(
2
p
=
p
n+ 2 )Op(
p
+ 
p
n )
= Op(
2=
p
n+ 31=2  + 3 2
p
n) = op(1);
by Assumptions C2(iii) and C2(iv). To see this, write
dn1 = kA^0Q 1   A0k  kA^  AkkQ 1   Ik
+kAkkQ 1   Ik+ kA^  Ak:
Horn and Johnson (1990, pp. 335-336), (27) and C2(i) lead to kQ 1   Ik =
Op(
2=n).
To obtain (63), we need an upper bound on kA^   Ak. Newey (1997) showed that
A^ = (A^1;    ; A^d) equals
 
D(p1; m^);    ; D(p; m^)
0
with probability approaching one
as n ! 1. Recalling D(; m^) =  D1(; m^);    ; Dd(; m^), the ith column of A^   A
can be written
A^i   Ai =
 
Di(p1; m^) Di(p1;m);    ; Di(p; m^) Di(p;m)
0
; i = 1;    ; d:
Using linearity of Di(g; m^) in g, write
kA^i   Aik2 = (A^i   Ai)0(A^i   Ai) = jDi
 
(A^i   Ai)0p; m^
 Di (A^i   Ai)0p;mj
 Cj(A^i   Ai)0pj1jm^ mj1;w  CkA^i   Aikjm^ mj1;w;
with the rst inequality following from Assumption C4. Therefore kA^i   Aik =
Op(jm^ mj1;w), for i = 1;    ; d. This allows the bound
kA^   Ak2  tr (A^   A)0(A^   A) = dX
i=1
kA^i   Aik2  C2jm^ mj21;w:
Thus by (32),
kA^   Ak = Op
 
2

1=2 +  

) = op(1);
by Assumption C2(ii),(iii) and (iv), completing the proof of (63).
Next note that
dn;2  sup
r;u2[0;1]
kP 0ru(U^ru   Uru)=
p
nk+ sup
r;u2[0;1]
kP 0ruUru=
p
nk = dn;21 + dn;22:
As in the proof of Lemma 4,
dn;21  sup
r;u2[0;1]
kP 0ru(Mru   Pru)=
p
nk+ sup
r;u2[0;1]
k eQrukkpn(^   )k:
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From (58) it is seen that the rst term on the right is Op(
p
n ). By (23), k(^  
)
p
nk = Op(
p
n(1=2 +  )) = Op(
p
+
p
n ) from Assumption C2(ii), whereas
by (60), supr;u2[0;1] kQruk = Op(1) + Op(2=
p
n) = Op(1) by Assumption C2(iv).
Thus dn;21 = Op(1=2 +
p
n ). Finally,
dn;22 = sup
r;u2[0;1]
  [rs][ut]
st
1=2kP 0ruUru=p[rs][ut]k = Op(pn) = Op(p);
by Assumption C2(ii). Hence, dn;22 = Op(1=2), which proves (64). 
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